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Nearly 43 years after the right to abortion was won, this right is
hanging by a thread. New restrictions, more clinic closures, more
harassment and outright terror against clinics, and a massive
campaign of lies in the media, state legislatures and Congress.
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The truth is that fight over abortion has never been about “babies,” –
it has always been about control over women. Fetuses are NOT
babies. Abortion is NOT murder. Women are NOT incubators.
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Forcing women to have children against their will is a form of
enslavement. And if women – half of humanity – are not free, then
no one is free.
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• Needed: To change the terms. Take the moral high ground, be
completely unapologetic and non-defensive about reproductive
rights, and change how people think about abortion.
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• Needed: To mobilize people broadly to rely on ourselves–not
courts and politicians–and wage massive, uncompromising,
political resistance to stop this war on women.
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Every year the anti-abortion movement dominates the anniversary
of Roe v. Wade with their so-called “March for Life.” This Jan 22nd,
they will strut and bray about their victories in slashing and hacking
away at women’s lives in 2015. They will pump up their foot-soldiers
to even more violently bludgeon women’s rights in 2016. This
spring, the Supreme Court will hear the most important abortion
case in decades.
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and organization that supports women's right to abortion and birth
control to stand up and fight back!
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Contact StopPatriarchy@gmail.com for more info
& to get involved! @StopPatriarchy
#ProRoe43 #AbortionWithoutApologyJ22
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